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. I am using this as a test driver for a new TV with built-in Internet (over-the-top) and I want to connect my laptop via USB and download videos from YouTube. Since you have provided a Java-class, I am wondering whether someone could write a script to automatically
download specific videos from YouTube, split them and place them in the appropriate folders, that I have set up. A: You can use the youtube-dl command-line utility (youtube-dl is available for a variety of platforms). First, if you don't have the java command, install it:
sudo apt install openjdk-8-jre youtube-dl is in the jre8 package (see its docs). Then, you can download the videos with this command: youtube-dl -c GWAS for T2DM susceptibility loci in a large European population. T2DM is a complex genetic condition for which many
genes are likely to contribute. This study aimed to uncover common loci that influence T2DM risk in a large European sample. Using a case-control design, 1395 unrelated individuals (820 cases and 575 controls) were genotyped using Illumina SNP arrays. T2DM cases
were subject to extensive metabolic and anthropometric measurements. Genome-wide analyses were performed using two distinct association tests (Fisher's exact test, MSet; Adaptive Rankinv). We identified 1 significant association on chromosome 10q25.3,
rs1446653 (p=6.7×10-7, Fisher's test), which we confirmed in an independent sample of 1369 individuals (1094 cases and 275 controls) (p=3.8×10-8, Fisher's test; p=0.0014, Adaptive Rankinv). This finding replicates previous smaller studies and suggests that
common loci are contributing to T2DM susceptibility in our sample.Q: How to calculate $\int_{0}^{1}\int_{0}^{1}(1-x^2)^{x-1}(1-y^2)^{y-1}dy \, dx$? Find $$\int_{0}^{1}\int_{0}^{1}(1-x^2)^{x-1}(1-y^2)^{y-1}dy \, dx.$$
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